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1point tasks
1. Which noun collocates with the following adjectives below:
Twostoreyed, country, fourbedroom, summer, lovely, comfortable
a) life;
b) house;
c) job;
d) school.
2.
a)
b)
c)
d)

Oak is valued for its … .
hardship;
hard;
hardness;
hardly.

3. Which two pictures show the palm tree and the birch tree?
1)
2)

3)

4.
a)
b)
c)
d)

4)

a)
b)
c)
d)

1, 2;
3, 4;
2, 4;
1, 3.

It … be cold outside. The girl in the street is wearing a coat and a hat.
must;
can;
could;
may.
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5. Complete the email with the appropriate words.
Dear Emma,
Does/Am/Have/Shall I get the bus tickets for the weekend in/at/on/for
advance? I think the best bus to catch is the ones/one/some/only at 11.35. I
suggest meet/to meet/meeting/should meet on Friday morning at 11.15 at
platform/harbor/ track/terminal 7.
See you on Friday.
Love, Robert
a) shall, in, one, meeting, terminal; b) have, at, some, to meet, platform;
c) am, in, some, meet, track; d) have, on, only, meeting, terminal.
6. This sound can be spelled in any of the following ways: eau, oa, ou, ow, oe.
Which sound is this?
a) [ou]; b) [au]; c) [ oe]; d) [ae].
7. Choose one of the options to complete the sentences.
The homeschooling children rely heavily on technology to get the job done.
They use curriculum that is delivered over the Internet that they can go
through at their own (time/leap/pace/rhythm). They connect to maths
experts who create awesome maths curriculum and deliver it free of
(money/charge/payment/service). They find education games that make
learning (joy/fun/amuse/insane). They read classic books that are in the
public (duties/obligation/domain/responsibility).
a) rhythm, money, fun, obligation;
b) pace, charge, fun, domain;
c) time, payment, joy, domain;
d) leap, service, amuse, duties.
8. Choose the appropriate forms of the words to fill in the gaps in the following
sentences:
International test takers can choose from more than 1,000 international test centers
… online in the Student area of the website. A list of these centers … in the
international edition of the SAT Code list. In most countries students … more than
121 km from the nearest test centre can request all the necessary documents by post.
a) listed, is also provided, living; b) list, will provide, live;
c) to list, are also provided, lived; d) listing, also provided, has lived.
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9. Slang is often used in English. What does the word 'gate' mean in the
following sentence?
I got the gate but I was going to leave anyway.
a) "get through ";
b) "receive a call";
c) "close down";
d) " send away".

10. Choose one of the three words to complete the sentences and choose the
option that represents them.
1. Although he was an … child, everybody says he has taken much after his foster
father.
a) adapted; b) adopted; c) adepted.
2. The final results of the championship will be … in three days.
a) declared; b) announced; c) advertised.
3. What was the … of all this hustle and bustle?
A) reason; B) inclination; c) cause.
a) a, a, b;

b) b, b, b;

c) b, b, a;

d) b, b, c.

11. The largest Royal Park in Central London, established by Henry VIII in
1536, is … .
a) Hyde Park;
b) National Park;
c) Green Park;
d) Queen's Park.
12. Which fairy tale starts with these lines?
Once upon a time there was a rich merchant, who had three daughters. They
lived in a very fine house in a beautiful city, and had many servants in grand
liveries to wait upon them. All their food was served on gold and silver dishes,
and their gowns were made of the richest stuff sewn with jewels.
a) Sleeping Beauty; b) Snow White; c) Cinderella; d) Beauty and the Beast.
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13. Match the words (15) to the words in the pictures (AG) to make the
expressions that refer to a specific amount. There are some extra options which
you do not need to use.
1) a bunch of; 2) a slice of; 3) a blob of; 4) a lump of; 5) a spot of;
a)

b)

e)

c)

f)

d)

g)

a) 1f, 2c, 3a, 4b, 5d;
b) 1g, 2a, 3d, 4f, 5b;
с) 1d, 2b, 3e, 4g, 5f;
d) 1e, 2b, 3g, 4e, 5f.
14. Which animal is mentioned in the set expression 'Grin like a …' ?
a)
b)
c)
d)

a) b) c) d)
15. Complete the sentence with the correct form of the word.
With less … and less peer pressure you tend to suffer less dramatically.
a) distractment;
b) distraction;
c) distractfulness;
d) distracticience;
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3point tasks
16. Match the definitions with one of the following words. Not all of them will
have to be used.
1) Someone welcomes visitors and deals with their enquiries.
2) Someone installs and repairs pipes.
3) Someone deals with routine legal work
4) Someone treats sick animals
a) vet; b) solicitor; c) plumber; d) receptionist; e) mechanic; f) nurse; g)
sales manager; h) surgeon.
a) 1d, 2c, 3b, 4a;
b) 1d, 2e, 3f, 4c;
c) 1b, 2f, 3a, 4g;
d) 1a, 2e, 3h, 4b.
17. Read the explanation and find the matching word.
The withdrawal of the UK from the EU.
a) Englandout;
b) Britishaway;
c) Brexit;
d) no word.
18. Do you know the famous Christmas song 'Carol of the Bells' ? Which of the
composers made an adaptation of the folk chant?
a) Peter J. Wilhousky;
b) Mykola Leontovich;
c) Richard Carpenter;
d) Mykola Lysenko.
19. All these facts are about one European capital. Can you guess which one?
Choose one picture to match the description.
This place is known as the "Eternal city" and also "Caput Mundi," coming from
Latin and meaning capital of the world.
It was founded in 753 BC and it is built on the seven hills.
It has 280 fountains and more than 900 churches.
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There is a law in the city that allows cats to live without disruption in the place
where they were born.
The Greeks thought that when nonGreeks spoke, they were mumbling words
that sounded like an indeterminate "barbar," which led to the word "barbarian."
a)
b)

c)

d)

20. Find the picture the following items are related to.
1) elbow stand; 2) floor exercise; 3) jumps; 4) ribbon.
a)

c)

b)

d)
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21. Which part of the United Kingdom is described below in the excerpt?
From its sweeping valleys, beautiful coastline, awardwinning beaches and
historical castles it has some of the most breathtaking views in the British Isles.
Set against the soaring backdrop of the Snowdonia and with its sweeping bays of
golden sand, it remains an everpopular holiday destination which has managed
to retain all of its traditional Victorian character and all the seaside attractions.
a) Scotland; b) Wales; c) England; d) Northern Ireland.
22. What does the writing say?

PARKING
2 hours maximum
4 per hour
The value of a parking penalty charge notice is 50
a) It costs at least 50 to park here for two hours.
b) There are no parking charges after 2.00 pm.
c) You have to pay a fine if you park here for three hours.
d) Fine depends on the speed you park your car.
23. A young girl wants to buy a book. Look at the descriptions of eight books
(AD). Decide which book would be most suitable for her.
Tina is a chemistry student but she would like to read science fiction in her
free time. She wants to buy a wellwritten book with a surprise at the end.
a) Henry Jowett
The Portrait of a Woman
The charming Evelyn Blanchet was a French woman who came to England in
the eighteenth century and won the hearts of young men wherever she appeared.
This enjoyable romance shows us the elegant evening dresses, the wonderful
rooms and Evelyn's gleaming eyes in an imaginary world full of gardens and
palaces.
b) Robin Greene
Migration
In the dark future of Jupiter XI, more than 90 per cent of the world's population
have died. Killed by themselves and others who were listening to voices steering
their dreadful actions. Those who survived live in a very hostile environment.
Totally unexpected ending with so many twists and turns.
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c) Bruce Nolan
Landia
Landia is a medieval world filled with pirates and warriors, adventures and
battles, and a group of boys trying to find their place in the world. The story
focuses on a bunch of naughty boys who, as part of their coming of age, must go
through six months of tough physical training on land and sea to become
warriors.
d) Doris McCartney
The Princess
Open the book and you won't be disappointed, for what follows is a fascinating
adventure with fantastical places and amazing creatures, all to be found just on
the verge of reality, if only you could squeeze through the lavender hedge at the
bottom of the garden to find it.
24. Which proverb does the picture illustrate?
a) A picture is worth a thousand words.
b) Haste makes waste.
c) Better late than never.
d) The early bird catches the worm.

25. Decode the idiom and find its meaning.
a) make someone look foolish;
b) make someone walk a
monkey;
c) make fun with a pet;
d) make somebody take the
right turning in the Zoo.
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5point tasks
26. Read the title of the article. What does it mean?

Brexit rules UK cities out of European Capital of Culture
a)
b)
c)
d)

British cities will not be eligible to hold the title.
Brexit will govern the European capital of culture.
The European Culture Capital will issue some rules for UK cities.
Brexit will be provided with a new title.

27. Can you guess what the abbreviation PQ stands for?
a) Pass Quickly; b) Personal Quiz; c) Province Quebec; d) PreQuarter.
28. Read the description, find the picture to match and you will know the name
of a Canadian Province.
The dog was bred to be both a friendly companion and a useful working dog
breed. Historically, he earned his keep as a fisherman's helper: hauling nets,
fetching ropes, and retrieving fish from the chilly North Atlantic. Today it is as
goodnatured and hardworking as his ancestors, and he's America's most
popular breed. These days it works as a retriever for hunters, assistance dog to
the handicapped, show competitor, and search and rescue dog.
a)

c)

b)

d)
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29. Which facts are NOT true about Canada?
1. Canada was named through a misunderstanding. When Jaques Cartier, a
French explorer, came to the new world, he met with local Natives who invited
them to their 'kanata' (the word for 'village'). The party mistakenly thought the
name of the country was "Kanata" or Canada.
2. Canada spans 9 984 670 sq km and comprises 2 time zones.
3. Canada is home to the shortest street in the world.
4. A bear cub named Winnipeg was exported from Canada to the London Zoo in
1915. A little boy named Christopher Robin Milne loved to visit Winnipeg, or
Winnie for short. His love for the bear cub inspired the stories written by his
father, A.A. Milne, about WinniethePooh.
5. Canada has twice been invaded by the UK, first in 1775 and again in 1812.
6. The Blackberry Smartphone was developed in Ontario, at Research in
Motion's Waterloo offices.
a) 3,5, 6; b) 2, 3, 5; c) 1, 4, 6; d) none.
30. There is a huge number of sights in London. Which of them is falling as it
is sung in the old children's song?
a)
b)

c)

d)

